Liability Waiver Form
Romai Adventure Park, 189 Szentendrei Road, Budapest 1031
By signing this form, I acknowledge that I have carefully read, understood and I and agree with
the Park Rules and Regulations and the Liability Waiver of Romai Adventure Park issued 22 May
2018.
By signing this form, as parent/guardian, I consent to the minor under the age of 18 entering
Romai Adventure Park and using services.
I acknowledge and agree that Romai Adventure Park assume criminal responsibility for not
providing my personal data to third parties and for using them exclusively for possible
administration related to accidents and liability insurance. The Adventure Park may use
personal data if a visitor do not use the Adventure Park and its equipment properly so that the
Park can enforce its rights. Data submitted by visitors must be cancelled until 15 January the
year after the data recording.
If a visitor fails to provide the requested data, their entry to the area of the Park may be
refused.
DATE:

………………………………………………………….

NAME:

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

DATE OF BIRTH (dd,mm,yy):
ADDRESS:

……………………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME (Visitors under 18):
……………………………………………………………………………………..

SIGNATURE (or parent/guardian signature):

…………………………….……………………………………………………..

Liability Waiver Form



I hereby declare that I shall use the ropes courses of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ and the gears provided (harness, climbing strap,
carabiners, climbing lanyard, pulley, helmet), which cost HUF 70.000 that is to say seventy-thousand Hungarian forint, and other
equipment, gears, services, e.g., laser tag equipment, which costs HUF 200.000 that is to say two hundred-thousand Hungarian forint, and
other fixtures (hereinafter together referred to as equipment) at my own risk and properly.



After use, I shall return all equipment completely, in the condition corresponding to proper use and forthwith to the
representative of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’. I acknowledge and agree that I shall be obliged to reimburse to ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’
the price, damage and decrease in value of equipment if I cause damage to it, misuse or lose it.



I acknowledge and agree that the obstacle courses, laser tag and other services of the Park are dangerous recreational activities. The
equipment may be used by persons whose physical and mental abilities and their current conditions enable them to use the courses and
the Park under the safety requirements prescribed by ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’.



I shall acquire the proper use of the ropes courses on the compulsory training ropes course. I shall use the ropes courses as I was trained
by the representative of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ (course animator) when using the obstacle course. The guidance provided by the
animators and the laser tag referee are binding on me when using other equipment or services either.



In full awareness of my responsibility, I declare that I am not under the influence of alcohol, medications or drugs. I acknowledge and
accept that persons having communicable disease or being under the influence of alcohol, medications or drugs are NOT allowed to use
the ropes courses and other equipment of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’.



I consent to taking pictures, and making videos and portraits of me in the area of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’, and using and managing
them by ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ according to the provisions of law. In particular, I consent to archiving, recording and using my
portrait for marketing purposes.



I hereby declare that I agree with the followings: if I do not use the equipment and the obstacle course of ’ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’
properly, in particular, I do not use them in accordance with the provisions, safety requirements or as I was trained by the animators, if I
make a false statement in this document or by signing it, moreover if I cause physical injury to me or other persons, or damage to
properties or other damage by misleading the staff or the operator of ’ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’, the liability of ’ROMAI ADVENTURE
PARK’ shall be excluded and I shall be obliged to indemnify or suffer the damage in accordance with the provisions of Civil Code. I shall use
the equipment and obstacle courses of ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ after careful consideration of the risks and at my own risk.



Furthermore, beyond liability for high risk activity, ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ is partially or fully exempted from liability for damage
deriving from unavoidable reasons or the culpable conduct of the injured party. I acknowledge that the area of the Park is covered by old
valuable trees. Staying and parking in the Park is possible only of my own free will and at my own risk. ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ is not
liable for any damage caused to visitors by plants in its area, neither material nor personal.



I acknowledge that ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ assumes criminal responsibility for not providing my personal identification data to
third parties and using them exclusively for possible administration related to insurance.

I hereby declare that I have read and understood the terms and conditions set out in the Ropes Course Rules and in the Park Rules and
Regulations and I consider them binding on me.
I acknowledge and agree that the liability waiver form is authentic in the case of minors under the age of 18 by written consent of the person
authorized to supervise them and in the case of minors under the age of 16 by the signature of their legal guardian. By signing this form, the
guardian of a person who lacks capacity to commit a crime accepts that ‘ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK’ may claim for damages against him or her
under the provisions of Civil Code if the person without capacity to commit a crime causes damage.

ROMAI ADVENTURE PARK, 22. 05. 2018.

